Superior Internet connection for your luxury yacht

Deliver an at-home and in-office experience for everyone on board, at the same time.

LIMITATION HAS NO PLACE AT SEA.
A superior Internet experience for luxury yachts

Deliver effortless, reliable Internet. For everyone on board. At the same time.

Robust connectivity for a limitless experience.
From leisure boats to mega yachts, we deliver the Internet you need for an effortless at-home and in-office experience.

Unreliable Internet has no place in luxury.
› High-speed network.
› No imposed speed limits and no hard data caps*.
› Everyone on board can be online at the same time.
› Service backed by on-demand, 24/7 support to stay up and running.

Let Viasat deliver a top-tier Internet connection for your yacht’s owner, guests, and crew. **While at port or at sea. All the time.**
The last thing you need is another complaint about poor Internet quality. Let Viasat solve your connectivity challenges, once and for all.

Priority service on our high-speed network  No imposed speed limits, no hard data caps*  Flexibility to meet seasonal demands

Owners expect the best of the best for their yacht. Especially when it comes to Wi-Fi.

› Everyone on board can be online at the same time.
› Deliver a superior Internet experience that enables guests to connect, stream, surf and watch TV, movies, sports, and news channels just as they would on land.
› Stay up and running with a dedicated partner to support you no matter what happens, no matter what time.

Robust connectivity with effortless Internet.

With Viasat, you'll deliver the luxury experience at sea everyone deserves.
Connect at sea just like you do at home or in the office.

- Powerful, high-capacity satellite network means more speed, data, and performance while you sail.
- Affordable plans with flexible terms to meet seasonal demands.
- Provide access to HD video streaming, movies, TV, and sports.

Internet quality on board is more than just connection. It's about quality of life.

Whether your owner and guests want to stream video and sports or your crew needs the Internet to stay productive -- Viasat delivers the highest quality connection for the best experience at sea.

Delivering effortless connectivity on board is closer than you think.

Talk to an expert today to learn more about installation and service plans.

Global headquarters
6155 El Camino Real, Carlsbad, CA 92009-1699, USA

WEB maritime.viasat.com     EMAIL maritime@viasat.com

*No imposed speed limits means that there is no cap set on the speed delivered to a terminal. Speeds may still be limited by terminal equipment capabilities, network and environmental conditions, and other factors.
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